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iber, filament, flies and foil are
the final products of a complex
process of mixing, dissolving,

spinning, washing and drying of raw
material. 

Many specialists believe that the
spinning part is the only relevant pro-
cessing step for the final fiber quality.
This belief falls short, as the fiber qual-
ity also depends on the dissolving step
before the spinning step. 

Only completely dissolved raw
material can create a uniform, homoge-
neous and bubble-free spinning solu-
tion that is further processed using
adjusted spinnerets. It is also impera-
tive that both the dissolving and spin-
ning process can be flexibly adjusted to
different kinds of cellulose.  

LIST’s MasterConti™ provides fiber
producers with the required flexibility
to process a broad variety of raw mate-
rials and the ability to decouple the

spinning solution production from the
spinning process.

PROCESS LIMITATIONS
In conventional spinning solution

production, capacity is typically a func-
tion of the maximum processing viscos-
ity the plant can handle, measured in
pressure drop over the spinneret. The
dissolving process is limited by this fact.

OPTIMIZING
In a typical wet spinning operation,

the dope viscosity that can be handled
ranges from 500 to 2500 Pas (Zero
shear viscosity at 95°C). Engineers at
LIST have successfully adapted the
company’s Dry Processing Technology
to meet the difficult processing chal-
lenges of today’s high-production fiber
lines. LIST Dry Processing Technology,
which operates in the concentrated
phase, can easily handle 10 000 to 100

000 Pas (Zero shear viscosity).

MASTERCONTI TECHNOLOGY
The LIST Dissolving System is a highly

variable technology providing operators
with the flexibility to process a variety of
raw materials. LIST’s MasterConti ™
Technology, as a further development of
the LIST Dissolving System leverages this
flexibility by decoupling the spinning
solution production from the spinning
process. This enables processors to opti-
mize the operating parameters for each
step without limiting the following step.

Figure 1 presents a 3D diagram of a
LIST MasterConti ™ Cellulose
Dissolving System. Operation is divided
into two steps: mixing is handled in the
pre-mixer, while dissolving occurs in
the dissolver. Dilution is incorporated in
the discharge section of the dissolver
without additional equipment. A high
degree of customization is possible in
each step. The net result is the ability to
continuously produce a concentrated
spinning solution with the highest pos-
sible dissolvable cellulose content.

Comparable to a continuous Master
Batch process, the LIST Master Conti
process is a patented proprietary LIST
technology. It was specifically
designed to increase the efficiency and
the capacity of each line.

Applying the principles of high viscos-
ity processing allows a higher friction
energy input during the dissolving of cel-
lulose in NMMNO. Disproportionately
higher performance is achieved, as well as
a more homogeneous dope quality with a
delta DP of about 20. After the dissolving
and diluting stage, the spinning plant can
be fed with cellulose content of 12 to 13
wt.% for staple fiber and filament, or less
in processing of nonwoven nanofiber.
Both steps are optimized independently. 

LIST TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGE
As stated above, a key limiting fac-

tor in spinning capacity is viscosity –
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specifically the maximum pressure drop that can be handled
by the spinneret. By separating the dissolving and spinning
stages, the LIST Dissolving System with MasterConti
Technology allows for each process to occur at the optimum
viscosity. The result, shown in Figure 2, is a significant
increase in fiber capacity per line, whether using wet or dry
cellulose and depending on NMMNO concentration. 

Table 1 provides an overview of the features and benefits
of the LIST Dissolving System with MasterConti Technology. 

ADDITIVE INCORPORATION
LIST Dry Processing Technology handles low and high vis-

cosity products, including solid particles. Functionalization of
textiles or even improving of technical products is possible.

For more information contact: LIST AG
Tel: +41 61 815 30 00 Fax: +41 61 815 30 01 Website: www.listdryprocessing.com
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